Arizona Day Hikes A Guide To The Best Hiking Trail
Getting the books Arizona Day Hikes A Guide To The Best Hiking Trail now is not type of inspiring means. You could not forlorn going once
ebook addition or library or borrowing from your contacts to contact them. This is an unconditionally easy means to specifically acquire guide by online. This online publication Arizona Day Hikes A Guide To The Best Hiking Trail can be one of the options to accompany you behind having other
time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will agreed appearance you new event to read. Just invest tiny times to gain access to this on-line
revelation Arizona Day Hikes A Guide To The Best Hiking Trail as without difficulty as review them wherever you are now.

The Creaky Knees Guide Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2012-09-18
The Creaky Knees Guide Arizona is a hiking guidebook filled with kinder,
gentler trails. Here are 80 of the best easy-to-walk hikes throughout the
state. Created for anyone who--regardless of age--can't or doesn't want to
hike great distances over rough terrain to gain beautiful vistas and enjoy
the wilderness. Most are day hikes, but there are a handful of backpack
trips worthy of the Creaky Knees stamp of approval. Trails are divided
into regions: Grand Canyon, Northeast Plateaus, San Francisco Peaks
Area, Mogollon Rim Country, Central Highlands, White Mountains,
Phoenix Area, Tucson Area, Southern Mountains, and Western Deserts.
In addition to a full-trip description, each hike includes: • Clear, up-todate driving directions • Elevation gains • Topographical map • Mileage
and estimated hiking time • Trail conditions, effort level, best season,
map references, exploring options, access, permits required, and where
to find more information. Written in a personal but informative tone by
outdoors expert Bruce Grubbs, this Creaky Knees guidebook is a perfect
resource anyone can use to explore the beauty of Arizona, without
breaking too much of a sweat.
Day Hikes in Sedona, Arizona - Robert Stone 1998-01-01
Day Hikes in Sedona, Arizona is an easy to understand guide to 25 of
Sedona's favorite hikes. These easily accessible hikes take you to
extraordinary red rock formations, majestic pinnacles, natural arches,
steep sculpted canyons, caves with Indian ruins, mesas with panoramic
views, sink holes, streams and swimming holes. The hikes include easy
driving and hiking directions, plus a map for each hike.
Best Day Hikes on the Arizona National Scenic Trail - Sirena Rana
Dufault 2020-08-04
This guide presents the most interesting and accessible portions of the
Arizona National Scenic Trail in 26 carefully crafted routes.
Hiking Grand Canyon National Park - Ron Adkison 2011
This comprehensive guide features detailed descriptions all of the park's
developed trails, which number fifteen hikes on the South Rim and
thirteen hikes on the North Rim.
Best Easy Day Hikes Sedona - Bruce Grubbs 2019-05
Renowned for the natural splendor of its red rock canyons and highdesert landscapes, Sedona, Arizona has become a quiet retreat for
outdoor enthusiasts from around the world. Veteran hiker and author
Bruce Grubbs has compiled a guide to 30 of the best day hikes in the
Sedona area. Accurate maps and detailed directions make this
conveniently pocket-sized handbook both easy to use and authoritative.
Guide to Arizona's Wilderness Areas - Tom Dollar 1998
Arizona is known for its exceptional variety of topography and
ecosystems. From stands of saguaro cacti and plunging canyons to high
alpine forests, many are fragile areas in need of protection. All told,
Arizona has some 92 wilderness areas, and author Tom Dollar provides
informative descriptions for backcountry travelers wishing to explore
those 65 areas accessible to the public. (Many areas are so remote they
are virtually inaccessible.) This guidebook includes suggestions for
hikers, along with insights into the unique natural history of such areas
as Paria Canyon, Mazatzal, Organ Pipe, and Kachina Peaks wildernesses.
Outdoor photographer Jerry Sieve's dramatic photographs illustrate each
of the areas described.
Explorer's Guide Arizona (Second Edition) - Christine Maxa 2010-11-01
A new edition of this encyclopedic guide to Arizona's array of natural
wonders, recreational opportunities and world-class comforts. With its
natural wonders, recreational opportunities and world-class comforts,
Arizona is one of the favorite travel destinations on the planet. Christine
Maxa’s encyclopedic guide has everything from culture and history to the
perfect 18 holes of golf; from luxurious spas to rugged backcountry
adventures. This new edition covers all the national parks and
monuments and features lodging and dining gems you won’t want to
miss.
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Best Hikes with Dogs Arizona - Renee Guillory 2004-02
Introduces the favorite hiking trails of the author and her canine
companions in a guidebook that features seventy-five dog-suitable trails
throughout the state of Arizona and includes information on the terrain,
canine hazards to watch for, and tips on dealing with canine
emergencies. Original.
Arizona Hiking With Kids - Bridge Press 2021-08-18
Arizona Hiking with Kids Takes You and Your Family on a Wild
Adventure Through 50 of the Best Hikes Located in the Grand Canyon
State! Hiking Arizona with children has never been easier with this
comprehensive guide. Organized by region, the hardest decision you
need to make is whether to explore Arizona's Deserts, Lakes, Mountains,
Waterfalls, Canyons, or Historical trails! As you avoid the heat at Lyman
Lake State Park or learn about Native American history at Montezuma
Castle National Monument Trail, try to spot the wildlife listed in our "Can
You Find" section of this book. Enjoy the state's immersive beauty as you
and your family explore beautiful destinations like Cathedral Rock,
Willow Lake Loop, the exciting Treasure Loop Trail, or Hole in the Rock
at Papago Park. Arizona just begs to be explored! But, with so much to
see, where are you supposed to start from? With Arizona Hiking with
Kids, you will be able to enjoy and discover every landscape and magical
place in the different regions of Arizona without getting lost! Featuring
50 must-see destinations in the state, you will be well-equipped to start
your adventure! This unique hiking guide provides: Tips on hiking with
children; First Aid lists; Information about the state; Difficulty ratings
and age group recommendations for each hike; Trail maps; Driving
directions; Available amenities; And much more! Grab a copy of this
guide, and you're well set to explore Arizona! Every chapter comes with
lesser-known facts about all the amazing 50 Arizona destinations
featured in this blueprint that'll make you fall in love with this wonderful
state even more. Do you dare to break your boring daily routine and go
on a fun-filled family adventure?
Best Short Hikes in Arizona - Don Laine 2005-12-06
* More than 60 short Arizona hikes (ranging from a fraction of a mile to
just over 7 miles round trip) * A mix of popular hikes and little-known
gems showcasing scenic Arizona hiking * Many hikes in or accessible
from major metro areas plus destination parks and landmarks Don and
Barbara Laine present the best of the best of Arizona's short hikes-with
an emphasis on "user-friendly." To make selection easy, a "Hikes at a
Glance" chart lists trails by distance, elevation gain, difficulty, and
location. Other charts list hikes by best places to admire rock formations,
see desert plant life, enjoy scenic views, explore historic and prehistoric
sites, relax along a shady stream or lake, take the kids, or see wildlife.
Important details such as entry fees, restrooms, drinking water, and
campground information are listed up front; there's a map and elevation
profile for each hike. That's to say nothing of the breadth of experiences
(from sandy desert floor to steep mountainside and riparian
environment) awaiting you; or the detailed trail descriptions with tips on
where Hollywood movies were filmed and background on old cabins and
mines. Most hikes are rated easy or moderate-making them perfect for
families-plus a selection of more strenuous hikes. Regions include the
Phoenix, Sedona, Tucson/southern Arizona, and Flagstaff/northeastern
Arizona areas; the Grand Canyon (north and south rims) and Petrified
Forest National Parks; and Organ Pipe and Chiracahua National
Monuments.
Hiking Arizona - Christine Maxa 2003
The latest book in the America's Best Day Hiking series, Hiking Arizona
offers a comprehensive guide for exploring the beauty and splendor of
one of the country's most scenic states. With detailed descriptions of 98
different trails, you'll not only know where to go but also what to expect
when you get there. Unlike some state guides that concentrate on certain
parks or regions, Hiking Arizona covers it all, including the Grand
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Canyon and other top hiking destinations. Large maps provide rich detail
in a format that's easy to read, and the book's unique trailfinder function
allows you to quickly locate trails based on criteria important to you. It
also features park hours, length and difficulty of trails, facility details,
permit requirements, and other pertinent information for parks and
surrounding areas. Designed for hikers of all interests and capabilities,
Hiking Arizona has the details you need to make the most of each
destination, including beautiful photos to whet your appetite for the
incredible journey ahead. From seasonal attractions to surrounding sites
worth the visit, Hiking Arizona makes sure the only surprise that awaits
you is the breathtaking beauty of the trip.
Southern Arizona Trails - David Mazel 1997-11
Hike in central and southern Arizona with this guide to 40 trailheads and
trips. From short dayhikes to multi-day backpacking trips, this book
features 84 routes for beginning to skilled backcountry hikers. Comes
with a fold-out map.
Best Easy Day Hikes Sedona - Bruce Grubbs 2019-05-01
A guide to 30 of the best day hikes in the Sedona area. Accurate maps
and detailed directions make this conveniently pocket-sized handbook
both easy to use and authoritative.
Best Hikes Sedona - Bruce Grubbs 2019-10-01
Concise descriptions and detailed maps with 55 easy-to-follow trails, Best
Hikes Sedona allows hikers of all levels to enjoy beautiful views, get fit in
the outdoors, and learn about the region’s history. Best Hikes Sedona
provides the latest information to plan a customized trip: Common and
lesser-known hikes Full-color photos, maps, detailed trail descriptions,
and trailhead GPS Insightful hike overviews, details on distance,
difficulty, canine compatibility, and more
Hiking Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2001
A detailed guide to more than 100 of Arizona's best hikes, revised and
updated.
Hiking Northern Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2008
Whether you are a day-tripper or long-distance hiker, old hand or novice,
you'll find 120 trails suited to every ability and interest throughout
northern Arizona.
Best Hikes with Dogs Arizona - Renee Guillory 2005-01-25
CLICK HERE to download a free hike along "Little Spring" from Best
Hikes with Dogs Arizona * Guidebook to 75 dog-suitable trails
throughout the Arizona -- many accessible from urban areas * How to
keep your dog safe, healthy, and hydrated in Arizona's arid climate *
What to pack for your dog: the Ten Canine Essentials and the doggy first
aid kit Renée Guillory and her canine companion, Artemis, have hiked
more than 700 miles together in Arizona. Now they share their favorite
trails, presented through dog-centric eyes. On most trails, you'll
encounter few people to dodge. Most hikes offer shade, if not water, to
help keep your dog cool in extreme Arizona conditions. The trails in Best
Hiikes with Dogs Arizona emphasize terrain that's easy on the paws and
give advance warning, trail by trail, on canine hazards to watch for.
There are also tips on dealing with dog emergencies and for hiking with
minimum dog-impact on the environment. Ranging from short day hikes
to extended backpacking trips, many trails included are clustered around
urban areas including Phoenix, Tucson, Flagstaff, Sedona/Prescott, and
other communities in Mogollon Rim country. There are hikes as far-flung
as the Mexican border and in the White Mountains of eastern Arizona.
Best Easy Day Hikes Las Vegas - Bruce Grubbs 2020-04
Discover up-to-date, expert-tested easy hikes for every skill in the Las
Vegas area! Great for visitors, day hikers, transplants, and families, Best
Easy Day Hikes Las Vegas, Second Edition includes concise descriptions
and detailed maps of the best accessible-yet-epic hikes within striking
distance of the Strip.
Best Day Hikes on the Arizona National Scenic Trail - Sirena Rana
2020-12-15
Your Guide to Hiking the Best Parts of the Trail The 800-mile Arizona
National Scenic Trail (ANST) is as beautiful as it is daunting. It crosses
the state, from Mexico to Utah. It travels up and down Sky Island
mountain ranges, across the Saguaro-studded Sonoran Desert, through
the largest Ponderosa Pine forest in the world, past Arizona’s highest
peak, and from rim to rim of the Grand Canyon. But you don’t need to
hike the entire route to experience its historical, geological, and
botanical significance. Many scenic views and important sites are
accessible within a few hours’ journey. Trail expert Sirena Rana guides
you along the most interesting and accessible portions of the trail in 30
carefully crafted routes. Each entry includes navigational information
and interpretive facts about the trail’s cultural history, natural history,
and geography. Inside You’ll Find 30 hikes through the most scenic and
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significant portions of the trail In-depth route descriptions and fun facts
Detailed maps and full-color photographs that highlight Arizona’s diverse
environments Information on area food, activities, and lodging This
guidebook was created in partnership with the Arizona Office of Tourism.
It is perfect for casual and experienced hikers alike, so get out there and
enjoy the trail!
Flagstaff Hikes - Richard K. Mangum 2007-01-01
The best Flagstaff hiking guide! The 97 day hikes in this edition have
been totally revamped to include GPS coordinates. Each hike now
features a color photograph and color map. First released in 1992, the
authors have worked constantly to keep this guide updated and current
through this latest edition. The very user-friendly format features each
hike shown on facing pages with complete directions to the trailhead,
description of the hike, photograph and map. Also included is an
elevation change graph, season-to-hike chart, difficulty/mileage graph
and how-crowded icon.
Best Easy Day Hikes Palm Springs and Coachella Valley - Bruce
Grubbs 2010-10-05
Best Easy Day Hikes Palm Springs and Coachella Valley includes concise
descriptions of the best short hikes in the area, with detailed maps of the
routes. The 20 hikes in this guide are generally short, easy to follow, and
guaranteed to please.
Explorer's Guide The Four Corners Region: Where Colorado, Utah,
Arizona & New Mexico Meet: A Great Destination - Sara J. Benson
2008-06-17
Explorer's Great Destinations puts the guide back into guidebook. This
Explorer's Great Destinations guidebook focuses on the Four Corners
Region of the American Southwest, including parts of Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado, and Utah.
Best Easy Day Hikes Tucson - Bruce Grubbs 2009-10-14
Best Easy Day Hikes Tucson includes concise descriptions and detailed
maps for twenty easy-to-follow hikes in and around Tucson, Arizona.
Discover a region of diverse scenery and natural splendors—including a
beautiful cactus forest; the Sendero Esperanza Trail, a classic example of
the Sonoran Desert’s lush vegetation; and the famous Seven Falls, a
series of seasonal cascades in Bear Canyon. Look inside for: • Thirtyminute strolls to six-hour adventures • Mile-by-mile directions and clear
trail maps • Trail Finder for best hikes with children, dogs, or great
views • GPS coordinates
50 Hikes in Arizona - Martin Tessmer 2004
An extensive guide to the best hiking Arizona has to offer.
Sedona Guide - Steve Krause 1991-07
The indispensable guide for planning your day hikes, sightseeing trips
and other recreational activities in Sedona. Detailed maps and photos
throughout.
Best Easy Day Hikes Flagstaff - Bruce Grubbs 2009-03-03
Best Easy Day Hikes Flagstaff includes concise descriptions of the best
short hikes in the area, with detailed maps of the routes. The 20 hikes in
this guide are generally short, easy to follow, and guaranteed to please.
Best Easy Day Hikes Tucson 2Edpb - Bruce Grubbs 2017-08
A hiking guide to the best short hikes in the area, with maps of the
routes.
Best Easy Day Hikes Palm Springs and Coachella Valley - Bruce
Grubbs 2019-05
Best Easy Day Hikes Palm Springs and Coachella Valley includes concise
descriptions of the best short hikes in the area, with detailed maps of the
routes. The 20 hikes in this guide are generally short, easy to follow, and
guaranteed to please.
Day Hikes Around Sedona, Arizona - Robert Stone 2006
There is an old saying, "God created the Grand Canyon, but he lives in
Sedona." The Sedona region is home to extraordinary red rock
formations, natural arches, majestic pinnacles, cliffs, gorges, sculpted
canyons, mesas with panoramic views, ancient Indian ruins, plus yearround creeks and swimming holes. Sedona offers an abundance of
outdoor activities, and hiking is one of the most popular.Day Hikes
Around Sedonais a comprehensive guide to the extensive network of
trails throughout this beautiful area. These one hundred hikes include
trails to all the best-known rock formations, as well as secluded trails
that travel down remote canyons, across vast plateaus, or lead to
archeological sites. Oak Creek gently cascades through town, leaving a
corridor of lush vegetation that contrasts with the eroded red rock
landscape. Interconnected valleys, canyons, and mesas offer abundant
opportunities for hiking and exploration. A range of difficulty levels and
scenery is included. All hikes can be completed during the day. Map
sources and references are listed for extending the hikes. Each hike
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Best Easy Day Hikes Flagstaff - Bruce Grubbs 2020-12
Discover up-to-date, expert-tested easy hikes for every skill in the
Flagstaff area! Great for families, day hikers, transplants and tourists,
Best Easy Day Hikes Flagstaff, Third Edition includes concise
descriptions and detailed maps of the best accessible-yet-epic hikes near
Flagstaff.
100 Classic Hikes in Arizona - Scott S. Warren 2000
Extensively researched by an expert on the region, this guide suggests a
mix of day hikes and overnight backpacking trips and provides detailed
information on every trail, including access, mileage, elevation, hiking
time, and the best season to go. 80 color photos. 101 maps.
Best Easy Day Hikes Las Vegas - Bruce Grubbs 2009-11-10
Best Easy Day Hikes Las Vegas includes concise descriptions and
detailed maps for twenty easy-to-follow hikes in and around Las Vegas,
Nevada. Discover a region of diverse scenery and natural
splendors—including Valley of Fire State Park’s petrified sand dunes; the
Bristlecone Trail and its ancient trees; and La Madre Spring, with its
bighorn sheep, deer, and other wildlife. Look inside for: • One-hour
strolls to five-hour adventures • Mile-by-mile directions and clear trail
maps • Trail Finder for best hikes with children, dogs, or great views •
GPS coordinates
Hiking Arizona's Superstition and Mazatzal Country - Bruce Grubbs
2014-10-07
Just east of the greater Phoenix area, the Superstition Mountains are a
wild, rugged range of volcanic peaks, mesas, and canyons. A network of
trails covers this wilderness, reaching into Sonoran desert canyons, pine
forested valleys, mysterious volcanic rock formations, and jagged peaks.
North of the Superstitions and still only a two hour drive from Phoenix,
the Mazatzal Mountains are one of Arizona’s largest and most remote
wilderness areas. You can hike for days here without seeing another
hiker. Completely revised and updated, Hiking Arizona’s Superstition
and Mazatzal Country, 2nd, is your ticket to exploring and enjoying this
remarkable country, from the Verde River to the pine-forested peaks
along the Mazatzal Crest, the jagged summits of Four Peaks, and the
labyrinthine canyons of the Superstitions. This guidebook contains
descriptions of enjoyable hikes from a few hours to a week in length, for
everyone from family groups to ardent peak baggers. Many of the hikes
are loops and have opportunities for side trips and exploration. Look
inside to find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues
GPS coordinates for all trailheads as well as critical points along the
hikes Easy-to-read, up-to-date maps and elevation profiles Safety,
technique, and equipment tips
Hiking Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2019
A detailed guide to more than 100 of Arizona's best hikes, revised and
updated.

includes: >Detailed maps >Accurate driving and hiking directions
>Distance, time, and elevation statistics >Summaries to help hikers find
a trail appropriate to their ability and desire >Several overall maps to
show the hikes in the greater area
Hiking Northern Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2020-11
This guide has completely updated information for 120 hikes in northern
Arizona, including the Grand Canyon, with different routes suggested for
each season. From short strolls to overnight desert adventures, this book
contains new, easy-to-read maps, beautiful black and white photos, up-todate trail information, routes for beginners and experts, anecdotal
narratives, and wildlife descriptions along popular trails as well as those
less traveled.
Hiking Ruins Seldom Seen - Dave Wilson 2011
Contains maps and detailed directions to the remote sites, provides
water availability information, and points out hazards on the way to some
of the most spectacular areas of the Southwest.
Hiking Arizona - Bruce Grubbs 2014-12-16
Hiking Arizona will introduce you to the state's most natural wonders
and more. This book covers the Grand Canyon, of course; Northeast
Plateaus, San Francisco Peaks Area, Mogollon Rim Country; Central
Highlands; The White Mountains; the Phoenix Area; the Tucson Area;
Sky Islands; Tohono O'odham Country; and the Western Desert.
Best Hikes Phoenix - Bruce Grubbs 2020-02
This guidebook features 40 hikes located in the greater Phoenix area and
within approximately on hour's drive from the edges of the city.
60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Phoenix - Charles Liu 2010-05-10
With more than 4 million people, the Phoenix metropolitan area is one of
the country's largest. Surprisingly, it's also one of the most diverse and
dramatic for hikers, with scenic destinations ranging from area parks,
greenbelts, and preserves to high and low deserts and breathtaking
mountains. This easy-to-use guide features the best scenic day hikes,
determined by author Charles Liu using state-of-the-art GPS technology.
These hikes are geared to every skill level, whether it's a comfortable
stroll for the family or a tricky trek for the more fearless hiker.
Stretching from Hidden Valley to the south to the Superstition
Wilderness to the north, the book contains clear trail maps and profiles
complemented by detailed descriptions and useful at-a-glance
information. All roughly within an hour's drive of the Valley of the Sun,
the trails highlighted in this updated edition begin right inside the city
limits with popular Camelback Mountain.
Arizona Highways Hiking Guide - Robert Stieve 2011-03-01
52 of the best day hikes in Arizona—one for each weekend of the year,
organized by seasons. Selected hikes ranging from easy walks in the
woods to challenging journeys to Arizona's highest peaks and deepest
canyons—including the Grand Canyon. In-depth trail guides,
descriptions, warnings and GPS coordinates are included with each hike.
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